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WHO ARE WE?

30+ member regions

70+ M residents

600+ pax/year



WHAT DO WE DO?
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PROJECTS

 Aviation Noise Impact Management 
through Novel Approaches

 Landside Airport Accessibility

 Decarbonising Airport Regions

 Regional employment and airport areas



Some publications

Land Use Planning: A Key Approach to Reduce Airport Noise Annoyance 
Sustainable Airport Areas: Guidelines for Decision Makers 
Quality of Life in Airport Regions 
From Airport to Airport City



Airport areas are very special: combination of local, 

regional, national and even International issues. Must

combine transport infraestructures (air and surface) 

and econòmic ones together with quality of every day

life.

Urban planning is a tool providing the framework for 

the coherent development of territories allowing to 

take into acsount the scale, the choices, of urban

design and the possible impacts while associating

diferent stakeholders. It will not solve all problems but

will help sustainable land development and avoid and

mitigate some of them.



MODELS (JUST MODELS) OF TERRITORIAL INTEGRATION

. Airport city

. Aerotropolis

. Airport corridor

. Airport region





THE V MAIN PRINCIPLES 

1. Integration of the airport area development into 

national, regional and local strategic planning

2. Dynamic, flexible and adaptable urban planning

3. Sustainable mobility and reliable multi-modal 

infraestructures

4. Spatial coherence and selective economic 

development of the airport area

5. Design the airport city as a mixed-use city



1. Integration of the airport area development into

national, regional and local strategic planing

a) Take in account the interaction between different elements, on different

scale

b) Co-ordinate urban development strategies with regional transportation

plans

c) Switch from fragmentation to integration of the airport area



2. Dynamic, flexible and adaptable urban planning

a) suport urban dynamics, provide for reactivity

b) monitor the situation

c) exchange and cooperate with all stakeholders



3. Sustainble mobility and realiable multi-modal

infraestructures

a) work in different scales: national, regional and local

b) ensure dense multimodal transportation network which will bring

attractive urban intensity as well as economic devlelopment

c) ensure mobility and local connectivity for no-passangers

d) concéntrate the freight in multimodal centers



4. Spatial coherence and selective economic

development of the airport area

a) join and coordinate airside operations and real state development in 

the airport area

b) switch from eclectic development to selective one

c) increse density rather than using new land

d) be very strict on planning strategic land reserves for future aviation

e) make business locations sustainable through appropriate ownership

land policy

f) opmitize land use

g) room for growth



4. Design of the airport city as mixed-use city

a) balanced density according to transport offer

b) create a mixed-use development

c) find a balance between economic activities and housing (and not only

for workers)

d) aim for urbanity and hospitality, create qualitative space on human 

scale

e) introduce compact urban shapes

f) innovative, be unique, create your own identity

g) use qualitative architecture to create attractive exteriors and interiors

h) integrate sustainability into the earliest possible stafe of a project

i) preserve the cultural and natural heritage







THANK YOU!

Sergi Alegre

sergi.alegre@airportregions.org


